The use of network analysis to study complex animal communication systems: a study on nightingale song
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The singing of song birds can form complex signal systems comprised of numerous subunits sung with distinct combinatorial properties that have been described as syntax-like. This complexity has inspired inquiries into similarities of bird song to human language; but the quantitative analysis and description of song sequences is a challenging task. In this study, we analysed song sequences of common nightingales (*Luscinia megarhynchos*) by means of a network analysis. We translated long nocturnal song sequences into networks of song types with song transitions as connectors. As network measures, we calculated shortest path length and transitivity and identified the ‘small-world’ character of nightingale song networks. Besides comparing network measures with conventional measures of song complexity, we also found a correlation between network measures and age of birds. Furthermore, we determined the numbers of in-coming and out-going edges of each song type, characterizing transition patterns. These transition patterns were shared across males for certain song types. Playbacks with different transition patterns provided first evidence that these patterns are responded to differently and thus play a role in singing interactions. We discuss potential functions of the network properties of song sequences in the framework of vocal leadership. Network approaches provide biologically meaningful parameters to describe the song structure of species with extremely large repertoires and complex rules of song retrieval.

1. Introduction

Bird song belongs to the most complex animal communication systems. Though species differ considerably in their song organization, in all cases investigated so far, information (e.g. on the constitution or motivation of the signaller) can be encoded on several, potentially independently operating, levels [1].

To date, the majority of research on the organization and functions of song has been conducted on the inventory of the behaviour, i.e. repertoire size and repertoire composition (reviewed in, for example, [2]). Recently, however, it has been shown that individual differences in the production of certain song elements convey information about the singer and are used in communication (reviewed in [3]). The same holds true for rules of song or element delivery in long singing sequences. The sequencing of song types has been shown to relate for example to individuality [4], geographical origin [5,6], contextual variables [7–9] and learning [10,11]. Sequential rules of song type delivery have attracted the attention of biologists, psychologists and linguists, in particular, because these rules might shed light on learning, memorization and retrieval processes of large amounts of acoustic information [12].

The ‘syntactical’ similarities between the organization of complex bird song and human language have been stressed repeatedly, reviewed in [13–16], though on the other hand, the complexity of human syntax has been described as the central difference between human and non-human animal communication systems [17].
A crucial issue in the study of complex communication systems, such as bird song, is the detection of structural rules by methods of pattern detection or other mathematical algorithms. For example, traditionally the sequential order of song types or their constituents have been illustrated by flow charts and transition probabilities in the context of Markov chain analyses were calculated [18–21]. Alternatively, transitions of songs or within-song components were analysed by means of permutational approaches [22,23] or entropy calculations [4,20]. Taken together, the global finding of conventional inquiries into the orderliness of song performances is that sequencing is neither at random nor fully deterministic in most species [16]. Rather stochastic regularities in a songster’s performance point to decisional processes during vocal interactions, endogenous periodicities in song control, learned associations of song compounds or even memory constraints during acquisition or retrieval [11,24].

A promising alternative to investigate the organization of song sequences might be the use of network analysis. Network analysis is based on graph theory and is widely used in several scientific areas as for example physics, computer science, linguistics and social sciences. In biology, network analysis was applied for example to food webs, social organization and, more recently, to molecular networks (reviewed in [25]). A pioneering attempt to apply network analysis to birdsong analysed the sequence of phrases in a 20 min song recording of a California thrasher [26]. This exemplary analysis was very promising: establishing network analysis as an approach to study bird song might have manifold implications, for example, in uncovering functions of sequential ‘syntax-like’ patterns for communication, for providing data for comparative studies of complex communication systems, including human language, where network analysis is a well-established tool in the analysis of syntactical rules (reviewed in [27]).

Finally, the approach may be useful in contributing to aspects of central processing and decision making in the singing bird or its addressees—that is males or females listening.

We applied a basic network analysis to the song of the common nightingale (Luscinia megarhynchos) by assigning song types as the nodes (also called vertices) and first-order transitions between song types as edges of the network (for an introduction to networks, see e.g. [25]). Nightingales seem particularly well suited to inquire into song complexity. Males learn large song type repertoires of about 180 different song types per individual male [4,28]. The repertoire size has been suggested to be an honest indicator of male quality: male nightingales with large repertoire sizes arrive earlier at the breeding site, have longer wings, and are heavier and in a better condition than males with smaller repertoires [29]. The age class (yearling or older) was determined by subtle, though characteristic feather features [30,32,33]. We analysed nocturnal song of 19 males (2008: three males, 2009: three males, 2010: 12 males, 2011: one male, each male contributed only once). The males were selected randomly based solely on the quality of the song recording. Given that all recordings were obtained during the first days of the breeding season and males still sang at night (which they mostly stop after pair formation [34]), it is most probable that these males were (still) unmated and represent a good cross section of the population under study.

Nocturnal song was recorded using a Sennheiser ME66/K6 directional microphone connected to a portable Marantz PMD600 solid-state recorder (sampling frequency 44 100 Hz, 16 bit). All sound analyses were conducted with the software A/VSOFT SASLAB Pro v. 4.52 (R. Specht, Berlin, Germany). For a visual comparison of songs, we calculated and printed spectrograms of recordings with a resolution of 22 050 Hz, 16 bit. Songs were assigned to song types using a semi-automated method to identify nightingale song types using a combination of spectrogram cross correlation and visual comparison developed by M.W. (for details, see [35]).

The comparison based on a song type catalogue developed in our group (at the time of the study containing 623 different song types of 96 different males recorded from the years 2002 to 2011). Nightingales copy song types very accurately, and accordingly, each song in a given song sequence can either be assigned to a type already sung earlier by the same or another individual and thus is part of the catalogue, or establishes a new type. As a formal definition, we characterized songs as belonging to the same song type when they differed in not more than three of approximately 10 element types in the first two sections of the song and included the same repetitive sections. This did not only allow reliable comparisons within one recording, but also comparisons of the singing of different birds ([4,28]; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1, for illustrations). The majority of song types could be assigned to catalogue songs, new song types were indexed and added to the catalogue. As a result of this assignment, each song sequence was translated into a sequence of song type names. Same song types in the singing of all males were indexed by the same song type name. These sequences formed the base for all following analyses.

As ‘conventional’ measures to be compared to data from the network analysis, we determined the birds’ repertoire size and patterns of song-type transitions. Repertoire size was determined as the number of different song types in 533 consecutive songs (equalling approx. 1 h spontaneous nocturnal singing; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2, for an example of a song sequence). This sample size has been shown to be sufficient to approach the asymptote of repertoire curves in the species [36]. To analyse whether some song types were sung in transition more often than would be expected by chance, we determined a ‘distance to chance $\chi^2$ value for each bird as follows: we generated a song type transition matrix with current

2. Material and methods

All analyses presented in this study are based on recordings of male nightingales in Berlin Trepotew Park, a municipal city park (for details, see e.g. [29,30]). As part of a long-term project on song and breeding behaviour, males of the population were individually marked by coloured leg rings (for details, see e.g. [31]). The age class (yearling or older) was determined by subtle, though characteristic feather features [30,32,33]. We analysed nocturnal song of 19 males (2008: three males, 2009: three males, 2010: 12 males, 2011: one male, each male contributed only once). The males were selected randomly based solely on the quality of the song recording. Given that all recordings were obtained during the first days of the breeding season and males still sang at night (which they mostly stop after pair formation [34]), it is most probable that these males were (still) unmated and represent a good cross section of the population under study.

Nocturnal song was recorded using a Sennheiser ME66/K6 directional microphone connected to a portable Marantz PMD600 solid-state recorder (sampling frequency 44 100 Hz, 16 bit). All sound analyses were conducted with the software A/VSOFT SASLAB Pro v. 4.52 (R. Specht, Berlin, Germany). For a visual comparison of songs, we calculated and printed spectrograms of recordings with a resolution of 22 050 Hz, 16 bit. Songs were assigned to song types using a semi-automated method to identify nightingale song types using a combination of spectrogram cross correlation and visual comparison developed by M.W. (for details, see [35]).

The comparison based on a song type catalogue developed in our group (at the time of the study containing 623 different song types of 96 different males recorded from the years 2002 to 2011). Nightingales copy song types very accurately, and accordingly, each song in a given song sequence can either be assigned to a type already sung earlier by the same or another individual and thus is part of the catalogue, or establishes a new type. As a formal definition, we characterized songs as belonging to the same song type when they differed in not more than three of approximately 10 element types in the first two sections of the song and included the same repetitive sections. This did not only allow reliable comparisons within one recording, but also comparisons of the singing of different birds ([4,28]; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1, for illustrations). The majority of song types could be assigned to catalogue songs, new song types were indexed and added to the catalogue. As a result of this assignment, each song sequence was translated into a sequence of song type names. Same song types in the singing of all males were indexed by the same song type name. These sequences formed the base for all following analyses.

As ‘conventional’ measures to be compared to data from the network analysis, we determined the birds’ repertoire size and patterns of song-type transitions. Repertoire size was determined as the number of different song types in 533 consecutive songs (equalling approx. 1 h spontaneous nocturnal singing; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2, for an example of a song sequence). This sample size has been shown to be sufficient to approach the asymptote of repertoire curves in the species [36]. To analyse whether some song types were sung in transition more often than would be expected by chance, we determined a ‘distance to chance $\chi^2$ value for each bird as follows: we generated a song type transition matrix with current
song type and following song type in rows and columns and the number of how often the respective transitions were sung as cell values for each individual. From this we calculated $\chi^2$ values. We calculated the distance between these observed values and expected $\chi^2$ values calculated from 2000 randomized versions of the birds’ song sequence defining the chance level. Sequence randomization was performed by using the function sample() in R v. 2.14.1 [37]. We compared these two ‘conventional’ measures (repertoire size, $\chi^2$ differences) to describe the song composition of nightingales with measures from quantifying network structure.

All analyses were performed using the software R v. 2.14.1 [37]. For the depiction of song sequences in networks, we used the plot function of the R package ‘igraph’ [40]. All measures in this first part of network analysis were calculated based on undirected networks (regardless of the direction of song transition). First, we calculated the ‘shortest path’ (or geodesic distances) between each possible pairs of nodes. This is the path connecting both nodes with the minimal number of nodes in between. From that we calculated the mean of the shortest path length of all possible pairs of nodes per individual bird [41]. Second, we calculated the ‘transitivity’ by using the following equation:

$$transitivity = \frac{\text{number of triangles}}{\text{number of connected triples}}$$

This measure represents the probability that the adjacent nodes of a given node were connected as well. In other words, the more neighbours of a given node were connected with each other, the higher was the transitivity value (see figure 1a,b for an illustration of both measures). Transitivity measures were adjusted for repertoire size by calculating the respective residuals of the original transitivity values to a regression line obtained by linear regression of transitivity on repertoire size in random graphs with systematically variation of graph sizes.

We used average shortest path and transitivity measures in combination to decide whether nightingale song networks fulfil the properties of small-world networks. Networks with small average shortest path lengths (Sp) and large transitivity (Tr) values relative to corresponding random networks are termed small-world networks [42,43]. We used the ‘erdos.renyi.game’ function in igraph to construct random networks (each $n = 2000$) with the same number of nodes and edges and average number of edges per node as the respective observed network of nightingale songs. Small-world-ness was calculated by

$$Swn = \frac{Tr_{observed}}{mean \ Tr_{random}} \div \frac{Sp_{observed}}{mean \ Sp_{random}}$$

if Swn $> 1$, the network was regarded as small-world following the suggestions in [43].

Networks with small-world properties are often found in social, technological and biological systems and were used to describe the sequence of words in human language [44]. Shared properties of these small-world networks have been studied extensively [42,45,46].

(a) Transition patterns of song types

Beyond these measures describing general properties of the networks, we looked for nodes (representing song types) with specific structural functions. Here, we used directed networks for analysis (with regard to direction of song transition). Each node (song type) specified in a directed network can be characterized by the number of different nodes following it, named out degree, and the number of different nodes (song types) preceding it, named in degree. The proportion of both degrees is a good estimate of specific transition patterns. Following the definitions in [26], we assigned song types into four categories depending on their respective transition patterns. (1) Bottle-necks = song types with many different preceding song types (high in degree) and few following song types (low out degree). Bottle-necks are narrowing the song bout to specific songs in transition. (2) Branches = song types with few preceding song types (low in degree) and many different following song types (high out degree), so that these song types are ‘opening’ the song sequence to more variability (see figure 1c for an illustration). (3) One-way patterns = one preceding song type and one following song type. These song types built linear transitions (songs that occur only once in the analysed song sequences were excluded). (4) Hourglasses = many different preceding and following song types. These song types might serve as hubs, i.e. highly connected nodes.

(b) Playback experiment

After determining the proportion of in degree and out degree for each song type and each male, we investigated whether different males used the same song types to realize the two transition patterns bottleneck and branch, i.e. whether the same song types are used across individuals to ‘open’ or ‘close’ a song sequence to more or less variability. For this, we identified the 20 song types with highest bottleneck values and highest branch values for each bird in our analysis ($n = 19$) and determined how often
same song types occurred across the individuals. Assuming that other males in our population would share these song types and their transition patterns, too, we conducted a playback experiment with songs of these two transition patterns: playbacks contained songs with either bottleneck or branch transition pattern song types in order to address whether nightingales select response songs of same or different transition patterns.

The song types for the playback were selected based on the transition feature analysis described above. Each of 12 target birds was tested with two playbacks: a ‘bottleneck playback’ (12 song types with the respective transition pattern in the 19 analysed birds) and a ‘branch playback’ (again, 12 song types with branch transition pattern). As sources for the playback stimuli, we selected the respective song types from recordings of 12 different nightingales unknown to the focus birds. Each target bird received its two playback treatments consisting of the song of one source bird with at least 1 h interval between playbacks. The sequence of treatments was randomized across birds.

The playback files were broadcast with a portable MP X10i, ODYS player in .wav-format. The player was connected to a custom-build speaker (DKA Daniel Kiefer Audio, Heidelberg, Germany). Twelve spontaneously singing male nightingales in and around Berlin Treetower Park were tested at night with interactive playbacks (each playback song was started after the focus bird had finished its own song) in spring 2011 (28 April–05 May, 00.00–02.00). Songs were broadcast from at least 15 m away from the singing bird. Playback volume was standardized to peak amplitude of 86 dB SPL at 1 m distance (as measured with a CEL 314 precision sound level metre, integration time 125 ms). This corresponds to natural amplitude peaks measured in singing males [47].

Numerous studies have shown that nightingales readily respond to nocturnal playbacks and adjust their singing depending on the playback stimuli (e.g. [30,31]). To test whether the birds in our study responded differently to the two playback treatments, we analysed the target birds’ reactions to the playbacks by comparing the following response measure between the two playback treatments: for each song type a bird sang during a playback trial, we assigned the respective out degree/in degree value calculated based on the song of 19 birds (see above).

### 3. Results

We performed a network analysis on song sequences of 19 nightingales and compared results with conventional song measures (table 1). Figure 2a–c gives a graphical presentation of song sequences. This figure contains song repertoire curves and song sequence networks for a male nightingale (bird id = 7, table 1) singing rather ‘ordered’ (figure 2a), a bird singing rather ‘disorderly’ sequences (figure 2c). Hereby, we refer to ‘orderliness’ not as binary measure but instead as a gradient measure, with the distance to chance $x^2$ serving as the estimate of orderliness. Note that both birds have about the same repertoire size (as can be inferred from similar maxima of repertoire curves in figure 2).

A second ‘conventional’ measure, distance to chance $x^2$, cannot directly be derived from repertoire curves. However, an impression of orderliness occurs due to the distribution

### Table 1. Conventional and network measures used in this study to describe the properties of song sequences sung by 19 male nightingales (ordered by repertoire size). All measures refer to song sequences of 533 successive songs. For details on measures, see text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bird id</th>
<th>repertoire size</th>
<th>distance $x^2$</th>
<th>transitivity</th>
<th>shortest paths</th>
<th>small-world-ness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>7317</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>8305</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>8292</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4276</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>7249</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>11 022</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>15 001</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>9447</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>11 183</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>6300</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>10 349</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>11 537</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>12 437</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>14 493</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>11 184</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>9078</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>15 416</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>4726</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>8863</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of dots in the curve: orderly singing birds possess sequences of songs that recur in the same sequence later in singing. In the repertoire curve, this translates into dots forming long ‘bands’ as in figure 2a, whereas bands are shorter and occur less often in birds singing less ordered as in figure 2c. The order randomized song sequence of bird ‘id 7’ does not show longer bands (figure 2b).

In the network graphs of these three song sequences (figure 2a–c, bottom), nodes are positioned in a way that edges are of about equal length and there are as few crossings edges as possible. In addition, the size of the nodes (song types) reflects their frequency of occurrence. As can be seen in figure 2a, the singing of an ‘orderly singing bird’ results in an ordered network with high average shortest path and transitivity values (table 1). The values for the non-ordered singer (figure 2c and table 1, bird id 5) are considerably lower, though they are still higher than the ones calculated for the 2000 respective randomized networks.

Thus, even the ‘low-order’ of the song sequence in figure 2c is far from being a random sequence. This did hold true for all 19 birds under investigation: their network measures were always considerably higher than the measures for the corresponding randomized network. This is further corroborated when considering the degree distribution (i.e. probability that a song type has a certain number of connections or transitions). A bell-shaped distribution is derived from random networks; whereas a tail to the right would suggest the existence of hubs, i.e. highly connected song types. All sequences investigated had indeed a right-tailed distribution, confirming that some song types were highly connected. The two conventional repertoire measures repertoire size and distance to chance $\chi^2$ were not correlated in the 19 birds analysed (Spearman’s rank correlation: $n = 19, r = 0.347, p = 0.145$). In other words, the number of different song types a bird sang was not correlated to how orderly these song types followed each other. The two network measures transitivity and average shortest path length were also not correlated in our birds (Spearman’s rank correlation: $n = 19, r = 0.25, p = 0.299$). Average shortest path length correlated highly with the distance to chance $\chi^2$ measure (Spearman’s rank correlation: $n = 19, r = 0.842, p < 0.001$).

The correlation of average shortest path length and repertoire size was not significant ($r = 0.444, p = 0.059$). By contrast, transitivity was negatively correlated with repertoire size ($r = -0.61, p = 0.007$) and was not correlated with distance to chance $\chi^2$ ($r = 0.31, p = 0.198$).

The results on transitivity still hold true when we adjusted transitivity for repertoire size. Adjustment was performed by using the respective residuals of the original transitivity values to a regression line obtained by linear regression of transitivity on repertoire size in random graphs with systematically variation of graph sizes (92–208 nodes, 2000 random graphs per graph size, mean slope $-2.019$, mean intercept $7.044$, mean $p < 0.001$). The correlation of adjusted transitivity with repertoire size was significant, $r = -0.479, p = 0.039$ in contrast to the correlation of adjusted transitivity and distance to chance $\chi^2, r = 0.435, p = 0.064$.

‘Small-world-ness’ was calculated as the relationship of average shortest path length and transitivity with respect to the values of these measures in the corresponding random networks. All 19 song sequence networks had small-world-ness values more than 1 (range $3.04–6.70$, average $5.28 \pm 1.03$ s.d., table 1) indicating small-world network topology. Small-world-ness was correlated with repertoire size (Spearman’s rank correlation: $\rho = 0.533, p = 0.020$) and even stronger correlated with distance to chance $\chi^2$ (Spearman’s rank correlation: $\rho = 0.812, p < 0.001$).
Small-world-ness was correlated with average shortest path lengths (Spearman’s rank correlation: $\rho = 0.819$, $p < 0.001$) but not with transitivity (Spearman’s rank correlation: $\rho = 0.191$, $p = 0.431$).

(a) Transition patterns of song types
The 19 investigated birds sang on average 54.7 ± 5.7% (mean ± s.d.) of their song types with identical in and out degree (one-way pattern and hourglasses). A total of 22.4 ± 2.7% of song types were identified as branches (higher out degree than in degree), and 22.9 ± 3.2% as bottlenecks (higher in degree than out degree, see figure 1c for illustration). More than half of the song types (51.8%) that were identified as opening branches were sung by more than one male—some of these were shared by up to six individuals. The same was found when considering the song types functioning as narrowing bottlenecks: 52.4% of these were shared by at least two (and up to six) individuals.

Birds with a large repertoire sang more relative one-way patterns (Spearman’s rank correlation $r = 0.63$, $p = 0.004$). Orderly singing birds with high values of distance to chance sang more relative one-way patterns: $r = 0.54$, $p = 0.016$.

Birds with a large proportion of hourglasses sang with shorter average path lengths (Spearman’s rank correlation: $r = -0.48$, $p = 0.049$) and with smaller transitivity values ($r = -0.64$, $p = 0.004$), and birds with a large proportion of hourglasses sang with smaller distance to chance $\chi^2$ values ($r = -0.6$, $p = 0.006$).

Birds with high amounts of relative one-way patterns sang with high average shortest path lengths ($r = 0.66$, $p = 0.002$) and with high small-world-ness values ($r = 0.59$, $p = 0.007$).

(b) Song measures and age of birds
Based on feather characteristics, six birds in our analysis were identified as 1-year old and 12 as older than 1 year. For one individual, age class was not identifiable. Confirming the results of prior studies [34], 1-year-old birds had smaller repertoires than older birds, ($U$-test, $W = 4$, $p = 0.001$). Older birds sang their songs in more orderly sequences (distance to chance $\chi^2$, $U$-test, $W = 13$, $p = 0.032$). Comparing network measures for age classes, we found that older birds sang with longer average shortest path lengths ($U$-test, $W = 12$, $p = 0.025$) and older birds sang with larger small-world-ness values ($U$-test, $W = 7$, $p = 0.005$). Transitivity and transitivity adjusted for repertoire size did not differ between the age classes ($U$-tests, transitivity: $W = 46$, $p = 0.385$, adjusted transitivity: $W = 41$, $p = 0.682$).

(c) Playback experiment
In a playback experiment, we tested song responses to playback strings containing bottleneck or branch song types. Transition patterns refer to the ones determined by a sample of 19 birds of the population. The target birds used song types with different transition patterns when responding to a playback depending on playback treatment ($n = 12$, exact Wilcoxon signed-rank test, $W = 0$, $p < 0.001$, figure 3). When birds heard a playback consisting of song types with branch transition patterns, they responded with song types with bottleneck transition pattern (or low-value branch) in their population. On the contrary, when they heard song types with bottleneck transition patterns, they responded with song types that tended to be branching transitions in their population (figure 3).

4. Discussion
We applied a network analysis to long sequences of nocturnal song of male nightingales. This analysis resulted in new measures to describe the song structure in the species. We selected two network measures that we expected to be particularly well suited for a reflection of the sequential order of nightingale singing: namely, the average shortest path length—a measure that should be particularly sensitive to long linear transitions (resulting in longer average path lengths), and the transitivity—a measure that emphasizes the connectivity of songs in sequential proximity. The combined relationship of both measures to their respective expression in corresponding random graphs revealed the small-world topology of nightingale song sequence networks. Similarly, a study on the song of a California thrasher also uncovered a small-world architecture in which subsets of phrases were strongly grouped and linked [26].

The network measures were correlated with either repertoire size or order measures or both (small-world-ness) and suggested considerable variation among males, apparently related to male characteristics, i.e. we found that older males sang with longer average path lengths and larger small-world-ness values than males in their first breeding season (1-year old).
A comparison of the ‘transition patterns’ allowed us to determine that certain song types had the same transition patterns across males. Learning experiments with nightingales have been shown that song types heard in the learning phases in sequential proximity are later sung together, forming ‘packages’ [10]. Considering this organizational principle, the song types that were identified as ‘branches’ or ‘bottlenecks’ by a network analysis might then be song types that are performed at the end of one and at the beginning of the next song package. The respective transition patterns of some song types were shared among several males suggesting that these transition properties may be a common and shared trait between males of a given population. As a consequence, knowledge about these transition properties might allow listening birds to anticipate the ‘upcoming’ sequence.

Based on the results of the network analysis, we conducted a playback experiment. We tested whether male birds that hear song types with certain transition patterns adjust their singing according to these patterns. The results were as follows: when the birds heard a playback consisting of branches, they respond with song types that have pre-dominantly a bottleneck character in their population and when they heard bottlenecks they respond with song types that tend to be branches.

A possible interpretation of this outcome is that birds tried to take over the ‘vocal leadership’ in the interaction simulated by means of the playback. The concept of vocal leadership was originally introduced in the context of vocal matching [48]. Afterwards, it was often used to describe temporal interaction patterns (i.e. the leader sings a song that is immediately followed by a song of the follower). The leader pauses slightly longer before he starts with the next song, again followed by the follower, etc. [49]. This principle can also apply on the level of song sequences if interacting individuals share such sequences (i.e. the song types and the sequential order). Here, a stimulus song X is responded to by a song Y, which can be regarded as a sequential continuation of X [50–52]. The role of ‘vocal leader’ has been shown to bear some advantages in a contest [49].

In the context of the vocal leadership concept, the results of our playback experiment can be interpreted as follows: if the loudspeaker plays a bottleneck song, birds avoid continuing singing ‘in this direction’, because this would push them in the role of the sequential follower. Instead, they sing a branching song, hereby choosing alternative continuations of the song sequence with the possibility to obtain the sequential lead. If the playback plays a song with branching transition patterns, nightingales chose a song with bottleneck patterns in response. Thereby, they select a direction towards relatively determined passages of their song sequence. In the following, this would allow them to act as the sequential leader (at least as long as the ‘opponent’ agrees to sing in this direction).

This response strategy is almost ideally supported by a song organization following a small-world network topology as is the case for nightingale song sequences. We understand the meaning of small-world topology for singing as follows: some passages of singing show a highly determined sequential order, whereas in other passages, types have a high interconnectivity and several songs hold the potential to function as central linking hubs. The resulting overall song structure allows the generation of information encoding units, and at the same time, a fast and flexible switching between such units. Thus, the sequential patterning actually used in communication via song turns out to be a well-balanced ratio between rules of sequential organization on the one hand and flexibility in the application of these rules on the other hand resulting in an increased potential to transfer information compared to both: more randomized and more determined sequences. Older males singing with smaller world topology might then be interpreted as an experience-depending adjustment of the song sequence patterns.

It has repeatedly been shown that the connectivity and sequential activity of organizational and functional units of neurons in the brain follow a small-world topology (e.g. [53–55]). The application of online imaging techniques and online song analysis on a singing nightingale might thus result in a parallel representation of the small-world network of songs and the small-world network of neuronal activity patterns. Both networks should exhibit parallels. This scenario might serve as the basis for the investigation of further questions; for example, whether the information about song sequencing is stored together with the respective storage place for the song types, or whether sequential information is stored in separate places and circuits.

In the bird song systems studied in this regard so far, elements as ‘units of production’ of song are neuronally represented by a ‘synfire chain’. Element sequences arise by weighted connections between the last neuron of one synfire chain to the first neuron of a next synfire chain. The higher its synaptic load, the more probable is a given element sequence when compared with competing following elements with lower synaptic weight [56].

The discontinuous song of nightingales (and many other song birds) is characterized by pauses between songs that are considerably longer when compared with the pauses between elements within a song. This raises the question whether song sequences are encoded by the same mechanism as element sequences. Possible alternatives would be for example an indexing of song types and the storage of sequential information in totally different parts of the brain’s song system. Though for the time being, this has to be considered a hypothetical scenario, it allows predictions to be derived regarding future playback experiments. If the sequential order between song types is neuronally encoded by the connection of synfire chains between the last element of the preceding and the first element of the following song, then responses in playbacks should strongly depend on which final elements of songs are played. Exchanging final elements should result in differences in the sequential response pattern (which should not be the case when manipulating other elements within song).

To summarize, our results demonstrate that network approaches and measures provide biologically meaningful data to describe the song structure of individuals in a species with extremely large repertoires and complex rules of song retrieval. These measures certainly add new possibilities to inquire into principles of song structure and its neural foundations, learning mechanisms, functions and evolution and may provide promising starting points to inquire into comparative studies on the ontogenesis and evolution of the small worlds of bird song and human language.
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